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“My phone is listening to me”
“I was just talking with my friend about travelling to Italy and 
now I see ads for Italy everywhere”
“We were just talking about golf and now I see ads for golf 
everywhere. I don’t even play golf”







Why is this happening?



advertising + money



Let’s go back…



Analog







STEP 1.
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STEP 3.



Agency>>>>negotiate rate>>>>send ad>>>>publish 
ad>>>newspaper gets into hands of consumer

1960s



Agency>>>>negotiate rate>>>>send ad>>>>publish 
ad>>>newspaper gets into hands of consumer

7-10 weeks





Anything that takes time = ripe for disruption







Traffic = eyeball = data = monetization
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Digital = more

Newspaper = less 



More =>       More 
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nothing is free





uses slack > works in tech

buys starbucks from app > likes coffee

goes to grocery store 2x a week > main household grocery 
store decision maker
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advertiser aggregator publisherbig techexchanges

supply sidedemand side
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q91nvbJSmS4


advertiser aggregator publisherbig techexchanges

supply sidedemand side

Supply Chain



New regulations such as GDPR and CCPA, CPPA 
are impacting how data can be collected and used
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“To give people the power to 
share and make the world more 
open and connected.”

$764M             $854B 





1. Are you being tracked?



1. Are you being tracked?
2. Question everything!



1. Are you being tracked?
2. Question everything!
3. Talk about it!



Thank you!


